FAMDENT Show Mumbai witnesses another year of record footfall

The 15th edition of the FAMDENT Show - India's premier conference & trade
show for progressive clinical dentistry concluded at Bombay Convention &
Exhibition Centre, Mumbai.

FAMDENT organized by Messe Düsseldorf India is now a part of the
MEDICAlliance umbrella of the Messe Düsseldorf Group. This year
FAMDENT Show Mumbai witnessed 400 exhibitors with an exhibit area of
10,000 sqm and 13000+ footfall from all over the country.

FAMDENT shows has been successful in bringing together stakeholders and
decision makers from the entire dental fraternity. Focal themes include
fittings for dental surgeries, dental clinics and supplies for dental laboratory
labs as well as dental treatment products.

Alongside the Trade Show, the significant attractions continued to be the
scientific conferences with over 60+ Indian and International speakers
participating and delivering insightful talks on industry focused topics.
These were attended by over 1500 paid delegates and over 60+ topics were
covered in hands on workshops with live procedures conducted by eminent
dignitaries from the dental fraternity.
Mr. Thomas Schlitt, Managing Director, Messe Düsseldorf India Pvt Ltd,
while addressing the delegates at the networking evening at FAMDENT
Show Mumbai mentioned that “The goal will be to develop the FAMDENT
Shows further in close cooperation with Dr. Anil Arora by facilitating more
international participation and making latest innovations accessible to the
growing domestic and International demands for quality dental
equipments.”

According to a recent survey, the Indian dental care services market is
estimated to experience a double-digit growth rate, reaching up to US$2.2
billion (147 billion INR) by 2020. India has already witnessed a compound
annual growth rate of 12 per cent for the period of 2010 to 2018 as dental
awareness and disposable income have increased. Taking into account
factors such as continued economic growth and reforms, India has the
potential to become the largest market for dental products and materials
worldwide.
“The 15th Edition of FAMDENT Show Mumbai 2019 lived up to its
expectations and turned out to be another successful event. The show
witnessed a healthy increase - both in terms of exhibitors and visitor
footfalls and was the MOST SUCCESSFUL SHOW EVER for FAMDENT,
reiterating the fact that FAMDENT Show Mumbai is Indian Dentistry's No. 1
Conference and Trade Fair. We hope that the future editions will see a
significant increase in International participation both from the exhibitors
and visitors alike” said Dr. Anil Arora, Director - FAMDENT Shows.

